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a b s t r a c t
During the last decade, significant progress has been made in solving the Protein Thread-
ing Problem (PTP). However, all previous approaches to PTP only perform global se-
quence–structure alignment. This obvious limitation is in clear contrast with the ‘‘world
of sequences’’, where local sequence–sequence alignments are widely used to find func-
tionally important regions in families of proteins. This paper presents a novel approach to
PTP which allows to align a part of a protein structure onto a protein sequence in order
to detect local similarities. We show experimentally that such local sequence–structure
alignments improve the quality of the prediction. Our approach is based on Mixed Inte-
ger Programming (MIP) which has been shown to be very successful in this domain. We
describe five MIP models for local sequence–structure alignments, compare and analyze
their performances by using ILOG CPLEX 10 solver on a benchmark of proteins.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
With the advent of new sequencing technologies the amount of genomic data to be analyzed is increasing dramatically.
The exploitation of these data is, to a large extent, based on the concept of homology. Two proteins (genes) are homologous
if they descend from a common ancestor. The ancestor protein had a particular sequence, three-dimensional (3D) structure
and function. Its descendants have inherited its characteristics. In particular, if the time elapsed between the common
ancestor and the present day proteins is not too long—here long refers to geological times, the descendants have sequences
that are still recognizably similar and assume comparable functions in their respective organisms. The protein 3D structure,
that is a more robust characteristic than the sequence with respect to passing time, is usually very well conserved among
homologous proteins. It must be emphasized that biologists are chiefly interested in the protein functions. Their objective,
for a novel protein sequence obtained from the sequencing of a new genome, is to establish the existence of a homology
relationship with a protein of another organism whose function is known and, based on the function conservation amongst
homologs, to infer the function of the new protein.
From a bioinformatics point of view, showing that two proteins are homologous often amounts to compare their se-
quences for demonstrating that the latter are ‘‘significantly’’ similar. It is a simple string comparison, allowing for insertions
and deletions, with a particular score function. The prime characteristic of the score functions used is that they depend only
on the alignment of pairs of characters (amino acids), one from each string (sequence). In other words, the alignment of a
pair of characters is not affected by the alignment of other pairs of characters elsewhere in the sequences. Score functions
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Fig. 1. Types of alignments. When aligning protein sequences, it is important to be able to carry out different types of alignments according to the situation
encountered. Top: When aligning proteins belonging to the same family, global alignments are used, i.e. gaps (illustrated here by dashed lines) at both ends
of the alignments are penalized.Middle: On the other hand, when one looks for a protein domain in a longer sequence, semi-global alignments that allow
the shorter sequence to be aligned (entirely) along the longer one are required. Gaps at both ends are not penalized in semi-global alignments. Bottom:
The most general type of alignment is the local alignment, where only sub-strings of both sequences can be aligned (this might correspond to a common
domain found in two proteins that are otherwise different).
with this property are said to be local. There exist efficient quadratic algorithms based on dynamic programming techniques
to perform the sequence alignment [8,11]. Suitable modifications of the fundamental algorithm enable the user to perform
global, semi-global and local alignments (see Fig. 1).
Remote homologs, i.e., homologous proteins for which the last common ancestor is very ancient, have independently
accumulated a large number of mutations, insertions and deletions in their sequences. The latter are no longer significantly
similar and sequence comparisons cannot be used anymore to infer homology. In such cases, one can resort to the 3D
structure which, as alluded above, is much better conserved amongst homologous proteins than the sequence. Therefore, to
demonstrate a homology relationship one attempts to show that the sequence of interest (hereafter called query sequence)
is ‘‘compatible’’ with a known 3D structure (the target structure). This is done by aligning the sequencewith the 3D structure
then evaluating each alignment with a score function that measures the fitness of the sequence for the structure. The
structure is represented by a set of points in space, for instance the position of the central atom (Cα) of each amino acids
in the 3D structure. Not all the points are considered, only a subset of them that are organized in ‘‘blocks’’ (corresponding
to the Cα position of consecutive amino acids in the sequence of the protein whose 3D structure is considered—see Fig. 2).
Therefore an alignment corresponds to assigning amino acids of the query sequence to the Cαs of the 3D structure. This
alignment has two properties:
1. Once defined, all the blocks must be used and all Cαs in the blocks must be assigned to an amino acid of the query
sequence (by analogy with sequence alignments such alignments are called global or semi-global—see Fig. 1)
2. If i < j are amino acid indices of the query sequence and k, l are Cα indices in the 3D structure then the assignment i ↔ k
and j ↔ l implies k < l. This important property preserves the blocks order and guarantees that the associate alignment
corresponds to a non-crossing matching.
Methods that perform such sequence–structure alignments are called fold recognition methods or threadingmethods since
this can be thought as ‘‘threading’’ the sequence through the 3D structure.
A crucial point regarding threading methods is that they employ non local score functions, i.e., the functions depend on
pairs of Cαs in the target 3D structure and pairs of amino acids in the query sequence (see below). This feature prevents the
use of algorithms such as dynamic programming in contrast with what is currently employed for sequence alignments. For
a long time, threadingmethods using non local score functions suffered from the lack of a rigorousmethod capable of deter-
mining the sequence–structure alignment exhibiting the optimal score. They relied on heuristic techniques, e.g. stochastic
techniques such as a Gibbs Monte Carlo [5]. In 1994, R. Lathrop showed that, in the most general case, when variable length
alignment gaps are allowed and pairwise amino acid interactions are considered in the score function (i.e., when a non local
score function is used), the problem of aligning a sequence onto a 3D structure is NP-hard [3]. Lathrop & Smith [4] were the
first to propose an exact algorithm for finding the global alignment with the optimal score. Since then, other methods have
been developed that improved the efficiency of the global sequence–structure alignment algorithms [12,2,14,1].
The objective of this study is to develop a newmethod that can relax the first alignment property described above. That is,
instead of using all the blocks, we want to be able to drop some of the blocks if, according to the score function, no region of
the query sequence can be alignedmeaningfully with them. This leads to what we call a local sequence–structure alignment
(see Fig. 1). We propose an approach based on integer programming which expands upon our previous results [2,1]. To the
best of our knowledge, no attempt has been made previously for solving this problem. Here, we experimentally show that
such local sequence–structure alignments improve the quality of the prediction. This allows threadingmethods to cover the
whole spectrum of alignment types needed to analyze homologous proteins.
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Fig. 2. Protein 3D structures as contact maps. (A) ‘‘ribbon’’ representation of a protein with 3 α helices; (B) Only the secondary structure elements, here the
3 helices, are taken into consideration. Each helix defines a block; (C) A block is represented by the positions in space of the corresponding amino acid Cαs.
In this panel the positions are linked by thick continuous lines. Dotted lines represent interactions between amino acids in the helices. Two amino acids
are in interaction if the distance between their Cα is less than a given threshold. The score of an alignment is the sum of terms over these interacting amino
acids; (D) contact map representation of the protein, double headed arrows correspond to the dotted lines in C (the interactions between amino acids in
the blocks). Each box in a block represents the Cα of an amino acid in the 3D structure; (E) generalized contact map representation of the protein given
by the graph G = (M, I), whereM = 1, 2, 3 and I = {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3)}. An arrow is drawn between two blocks if there is at least one position in each
block which are in interaction in the 3D structure.
Section 2 presents an outline of the PTP formalism and the general mixed integer model used to solve the global
sequence–structure alignment. Section 3 describes how thismodel can bemodified to permit the omission of blocks. Results
are presented in Section 4 and they are discussed in the final section.
2. Outline of the protein threading problem
In this section we use classical notations and definitions concerning PTP as given in [4].
2.1. Definition of alignments
Query sequence. A query sequence is a string of length N over the 20-letter amino acid alphabet. This is the amino acid
sequence of an unknown protein which must be aligned to structure templates from a given database.
Target structure template. All current threading methods replace the 3D coordinates of the known structure by an abstract
template description in terms of blocks, neighbor relationships, distances, environments, etc. (see Fig. 2). Blocks correspond
to the most conserved parts of the structure, usually the secondary structure elements (SSEs : α-helices and β-strands). We
consider that a structure template is an ordered setM ofm segments or blocks. Block k has a fixed length of Lk amino acids.
Let I ⊆ {(k, l)|1 ≤ k < l ≤ m} be the set of blocks interactions. The graph G = (M, I)with a set of verticesM (|M| = m)
and a set of edges I , is called the generalized contact map graph (see Fig. 2).
Alignments. Formally, the alignment of a sequence with a 3D structure corresponds to the assignment of amino acids of
the query sequence to positions in the blocks. As shown in Fig. 3, not all amino acids of the query sequence need to be
aligned but, for a global or semi-global alignment, all the block positions must be assigned. In practice, such an alignment
can also be described as positioning the blocks along the sequence. Such an alignment is called feasible if blocks preserve
their original order and do not overlap. An alignment is completely determined by the starting positions of all blocks along
the sequence. In fact, in the classical PTP, it is more convenient to use relative positions instead of absolute positions.
If block k starts at the jth query character, its relative position is rk = j − ∑k−1i=1 Li. In this way the possible (relative)
positions of each segment are between 1 and n = N −∑mk=1 Lk + 1. The set of possible alignments (feasible threadings) is
T = {(r1, . . . , rm)|1 ≤ r1 ≤ · · · ≤ rm ≤ n}.
The cardinality of this set (the search space size of PTP) is given by |T | =

m+n−1
m

, which is a huge number even for
small instances (for example, if m = 20 and n = 100 then |T | ≈ 2.5 × 1022). With this definition of the PTP, gaps are not
allowed within blocks. They are confined to loops joining the blocks.
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Fig. 3. Example of alignment. Alignment of a query sequence of length N = 24 and the template from Fig. 2. The score of such an alignment is the sum
over all interacting positions in blocks, i.e., all positions with a distance less than a given threshold. Note that an arrow in the above generalized contact
map represents the sum of all interacting positions between the two corresponding blocks. A general type of score that can be used for an interaction is a
log-odd score: if amino acids aa1 and aa2 from the query sequence are aligned with interacting amino acids from the template, then the log-odd score is
given by s(aa1, aa2) = ln P(aa1,aa2)P(aa1)P(aa2) where P(aa1, aa2) is the probability of observing amino acids aa1 and aa2 within the threshold distance in protein 3D
structures, and P(aa1) and P(aa2) are the background frequencies for these amino acids. In practice we used the scores defined in FROST [7] that are based
on the same principle but more detailed.
Fig. 4. Example of alignment graph. The thick line path corresponds to the threading in which the relative positions of blocks are 1, 2, 2, 3, 4, 4. Dashed line
edges represent non local interactions where the set of block interactions is I = {(1, 3), (2, 5), (3, 5)}.
2.2. Network flow formulation
In order to develop an appropriate mathematical model, PTP has been reformulated in [2,13] as a network optimization
problem. Let G = (V , E) be a m-partite graph with vertex set V and edge set E. The vertex set V is organized in n × m
grid as shown in Fig. 4. The vertex (i, k) (where i stands for row, while k stands for column) corresponds to the relative
position of the block k along the sequence. The graph G is called an alignment graph. To preserve blocks order, each edge
((i, k), (j, l)) ∈ E satisfies the condition i < j and k < l (i.e. all edges are southwest–northeast oriented). For this reason,
the alignment graph can be also thought as a directed graph, and since we search for a southwest-northeast oriented path
in this graph, there is no ambiguity when we sometimes indicate the edges of a given vertex as input or output edges.
A feasible path F in the alignment graph G is a set of exactly m vertices F = {vi1,1, vi2,2, . . . , vim,m} such that ik ≤
ik+1,∀k, and 1 ≤ k < m (i.e. a non-decreasing set of vertices). It is easy to see the one-to-one correspondence between
the set of feasible threadings (or non-crossing matchings) and the set of feasible paths in G.
A cost Cik is associated to each vertex (i, k) as defined by the scoring function. Cik is a local score that depends only on the
location of the block k at position i along the sequence. To each edge ((i, k), (j, l))we associate a cost Cikjl as defined by the
scoring function. Cikjl is a non local score that depends on the location of blocks k and l on positions i and j along the sequence.
We say that an edge is activated by a feasible path if both ends are on the path. The subgraph induced by the activated edges
of a feasible path is called an augmented path. The main result from [2] claims that solving PTP is equivalent to finding the
optimal (in our case the longest) augmented path in the alignment graph G.
2.3. Mixed Integer Programming formulation
Let yik be binary variables associated with vertices in the previous network. Then yik is 1 if block k is at position i and 0
otherwise (vertex (i, k) is activated or not). To take into account the interaction costs, we introduce a second set of variables
0 ≤ zikjl ≤ 1, with (k, l) ∈ I and 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n. The variable zikjl is set to 1 if the corresponding edge is activated. Finding the
optimal augmented path in graph G (i.e. solving PTP) is then equivalent to maximizing the following function :
m−
k=1
n−
i=1
Cikyik +
−
((i,k),(j,l))∈E
Cikjlzikjl. (1)
This objective function is subject to the following constraints:
n−
i=1
yik = 1 k ∈ [1,m] (2)
i−
j=1
yj(k+1) −
i−
j=1
yjk ≤ 0 k ∈ [1,m− 1], i ∈ [1, n− 1] (3)
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yjl =
j−
i=1
zikjl (k, l) ∈ I, j ∈ [1, n] (4)
yik =
n−
j=i
zikjl (k, l) ∈ I, i ∈ [1, n] (5)
yik ∈ {0, 1} k ∈ [1,m], i ∈ [1, n] (6)
0 ≤ zikjl ≤ 1 ((i, k), (j, l)) ∈ E. (7)
Constraints (2) force each block to be aligned at one and only one position. Constraints (3) model feasible paths in the
alignment graph and guarantee that the solution corresponds to a non-crossing matching. Constraints (4) and (5) force
zikjl variable to be 1 if both ends of edge ((i, k), (j, l)) are activated. Thus, it is not necessary to define z variables as binary
variables. Constraints (4) and (5) can be summarized as yjlyik = zikjl. However, such quadratic constraints imply the use of a
Quadratic Constraint Programming (QCP) solvers which are known to be less efficient than linear programming solvers.
This model, known as MYZ and first introduced in [2], has been shown to outperform the MIP model used in the well
known RAPTOR package [12] for large PTP instances. Both models (MYZ and RAPTOR) are solved by first relaxing con-
straints (6), i.e., letting yik be real variables such that 0 ≤ yik ≤ 1. This allows the use of a Linear Programming (LP) technique.
The solution of the LP technique is then used as a lower bound in a subsequent branch & bound algorithm that finds the
integer solution.
3. Local alignments: towards better PTP models
Constraints (2) from the abovemodel force each block (i.e SSE) to be alignedwith the query sequence. However, proteins
belonging to the same family do not always have the same number of SSEs. Forcing all blocks to be alignedwith the sequence
results in spurious alignments with bad scores. Such alignments prevent the method to detect remote homologs. To tackle
this issue, we develop newmodels that allow a block to be omitted (not aligned) if its score with all other interacting blocks
is negative. Such an approach realizes local sequence–structure alignments.
Towards this goal, we slightlymodify the definition of a feasible path by accepting that any non-decreasing set of vertices
is a feasible path of the alignment graph G (i.e. the cardinality of a feasible path could be now less thanm). Obviously, there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of local alignments and the set of feasible paths in G.
In a local alignment, each block can be aligned with the whole sequence because the number of omitted blocks is not
known in advance. It follows that relative positions are no longer meaningful. Thus, each block k takes nk = N − Lk + 1
absolute positions along the sequence. This results in columns having different heights in the network flow formulation and
leads to the need of using an ‘‘offset’’ to move from one column to the next (this offset is illustrated in Fig. 5).
In order to implement the mechanism for omitting blocks during an alignment, we propose two schemes : (i) we modify
constraints (2) to allow the sum of a column to be zero, (ii) N + 1 dummy vertices are added in every column. If a dummy
vertex is activated in a column, the corresponding block is omitted. In the second scheme, two types of vertices exist : real
(R) and dummy (D). This generates 4 types of subpaths: R to R, R to D, D to R, and D to D (as shown in Fig. 6).
According to the above two schemes, we implemented 5 models : Compact model (CM) for the first one and Extended
models (EM1, EM2, EM3, EM4) that make use of the dummy nodes. These models are described below.
3.1. Mathematical models
In the following models, we use N ,m, Lk, I , Cik, Cikjl, yik, zikjl notations from Section 2.3 and the following :
• nk = N − Lk + 1 is the number of possible positions of block k along the query sequence.
• E = {((i, k), (j, l))|(k, l) ∈ I, 1 ≤ i ≤ nk, i+ Lk ≤ j ≤ nl} is the set of edges.
All models share the same objective function:
max
m−
k=1
nk−
i=1
Cikyik +
−
((i,k),(j,l))∈E
Cikjlzikjl. (8)
3.2. Compact model (CM)
The objective function (8) is subject to the following constraints:
yik ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ M, i ∈ [1, nk] (9)
0 ≤ zikjl ≤ 1, ((i, k), (j, l)) ∈ E (10)
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nk−
i=1
yik ≤ 1, k ∈ M (11)
nl−
j=i+Lk
zikjl − yik ≤ 0, (k, l) ∈ I, i ∈ [1, nk] (12)
j−Lk
i=1
zikjl − yjl ≤ 0, (k, l) ∈ I, j ∈ [1, nl] (13)
yik +
min(nl,i+Lk−1)−
j=1
yjl ≤ 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ m, i ∈ [1, nk] (14)
nk−
i=1
yik +
nl−
i=1
yil −
nl−
j=Lk+1
j−Lk
i=1
zikjl ≤ 1, (k, l) ∈ I. (15)
Constraints (11) correspond to constraints (2) in MYZ model and they impose a block to have one position or zero (i.e
to be omitted). Constraints (12) and (13) force node activation if an output (resp. input) edge is activated. Constraints (14)
keep blocks order and impose that they do not overlap. Finally, constraints (15) impose the activation of an edge if its ends
are activated.
3.3. Extended model 1 (EM1)
Based on the compact model, each extended model is an attempt to find a more similar model with MYZ [2] which was
shown to be efficient for global alignments. EM1 extends the compact model by adding dummy positions for each column.
An active dummy position in a column means that the corresponding block is deleted.
• dik ∈ {0, 1} are dummy variables added for all extended models.
The objective function (8) is subject to constraints (9), (10), (12), (13) and (15) from CM. We add the following constraints:
dik ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ M, i ∈ [1,N + 1] (16)
nk−
i=1
yik +
N+1−
i=1
dik = 1, k ∈ M (17)
j−
i=1
dik +
min(j,nk)−
i=1
yik −
j−
i=1
dik−1 −
j−Lk−1
i=1
yik−1 ≤ 0, k ∈ [2,m], j ∈ N + 1. (18)
Constraints (17) replace constraints (11) with the use of dummy nodes. Our goal was to transform these inequalities in
equalities. The use of dummy nodes also change constraints (14) into constraints (18). One can notice that, m − 1, the
number of constraints (18) is smaller than, m∗(m−1)2 , the number of constraints (14).
3.4. Extended model 2 (EM2)
This model extends EM1 by adding edges between dummy vertices and original vertices (or real vertices). The aim of
this model is to transform constraints (12) and (13) in equalities.
• rdikjl ∈ R, (k, l) ∈ I, (i, j) ∈ RD are dummy variables representing an edge from a dummy vertex to a real vertex (with
RD = {(i, j)|(k, l) ∈ I 1 ≤ i ≤ nk, i+ Lk ≤ j ≤ N + 1}).• drikjl ∈ R, (k, l) ∈ I, (i, j) ∈ DR are dummy variables representing an edge from a real vertex to a dummy vertex (with
DR = {(i, j)|(k, l) ∈ I, 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ nl}).
The objective function (8) is subject to constraints (9), (10), (15)–(18) and to the following constraints:
0 ≤ rrikjl ≤ 1, (k, l) ∈ I, (i, j) ∈ RD (19)
0 ≤ drikjl ≤ 1, (k, l) ∈ I, (i, j) ∈ DR (20)
nl−
j=i+Lk
zikjl +
N+1−
j=i+Lk
rdikjl − yik = 0, (k, l) ∈ I, i ∈ [1, nk] (21)
j−Lk
i=1
zikjl +
j−
i=1
drikjl − yjl = 0, (k, l) ∈ I, j ∈ [1, nl]. (22)
Constraints (12) and (13) are replaced by constraints (21) and (22) which are equalities.
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Fig. 5. Example of flexible alignment graph. The path in thick lines corresponds to the threading in which: blocks 1, 2, and 4 are omitted, and blocks 3, 5,
and 6 are on positions 1, 3 and 5. All edges in E are represented. Because of absolute positions, notice that an offset of size Lk is needed to go from column
k to the following (blocks sizes are : 2, 3, 2, 3, 2, 2).
Fig. 6. Example of a flexible alignment graph with dummy vertices. Dummy vertices are the small gray circles. This illustrates the same alignment as in Fig. 5
but not all edges are represented for clarity. (1) Dashed lines represent D to D paths, (2) dotted lines represent D to R paths, and (3) gray lines represent R
to D paths. Notice that an offset of size Lk is needed to move from a real vertex ik to the next (be it dummy or real). No offset is needed when moving from
a dummy vertex.
3.5. Extended model 3 (EM3)
This model extends EM2 by adding edges between dummy vertices.
• ddikjl ∈ R, (k, l) ∈ I, (i, j) ∈ DD are dummy variables representing an edge from a dummy vertex to a dummy vertex
(with DD = {(i, j)|1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N + 1}).
The goal of this model is to have equality constraints like (21) and (22) applied to dummy vertices. The objective function
(8) is subject to constraints (9), (10), (16), (18), (19), (20), (21), (22) and to the following:
0 ≤ ddikjl ≤ 1, (k, l) ∈ I, (i, j) ∈ DD (23)
N+1−
j=i
ddijkl +
nl−
j=i
drijkl − dik = 0, (k, l) ∈ I, i ∈ [1,N + 1] (24)
j−
i=1
ddijkl +
j−Lk
i=1
rdijkl − djl = 0, (k, l) ∈ I, j ∈ [1,N + 1]. (25)
Constraints (24) (resp (25)) impose the activation of one and only one edge going out (resp. in) a dummy node. These
constraints replace activation constraints (15).
3.6. Extended model 4 (EM4)
This model is based on EM2. In this model, we try to delete constraints (15). The objective function (8) is subject to
constraints (9), (10), (16)–(22) and to the following:
nl−
j=i
drijkl − dik ≤ 0, (k, l) ∈ I, i ∈ [1,N + 1] (26)
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j−Lk
i=1
rdijkl − djl ≤ 0, (k, l) ∈ I, j ∈ [1,N + 1]. (27)
In this model we replace constraints (15) by constraints (26) and (27).
4. Results
4.1. MIP models comparison
4.1.1. Benchmark
These five MIP models have been implemented with Ilog CPLEX 10.0 Library in our protein threading package FROST [7].
We also randomly created a benchmark of 100 alignments to compare their performances. Each alignment can be solved
in less than 1000 s with CPLEX MIP solver for all models. Alignments have been processed on a cluster of computers with
2.5 GHz AMDOpteron biprocessors and 4MB ofmemory. Comparisons ofmodels have been carried out using fourmeasures:
the number of variables, the number of constraints, the relative gap, and the computation times.
4.1.2. Number of variables and constraints
CM obviously has the smallest number of variables because there is only real nodes and real edges. EM1 is larger than
CM because dummy nodes are added. Then EM2 and EM3 follow due to the addition of edges. EM2 and EM4 have the same
number of variables. In summary, based on the number of variables, the ranking of the models is: CM < EM1 < EM2 =
EM4 < EM3.
EM1 is the model with the smallest number of constraints. Although EM1 has more variables, dummy nodes create less
constraints (18) compared to constraints (14) in CM for the same effect. EM1 and EM2 have similar structure, but EM1 has
also less constraints than EM2. Finally, EM3 and EM4 have the largest number of constraints, about twice the number of
constraints in EM1.
4.1.3. Relative gap
The relative gap (RG) is the relative difference between the solution of the relaxed problem (LP) and the optimal solution
(OPT ): RG = LP−OPTOPT . RG is a good indicator of the efficiency of the model since the smaller RG, the easier for the branch &
bound algorithm to find the solution.
Fig. 7 shows that EM3 and EM4 give tighter relative gaps compared to other models. In fact, EM3 always gives a tighter
relative gap than any other model. Moreover, EM3 finds the optimal solution by solving the relaxed problem for 77% of
alignments. This rate if greater than for CM (37%), EM1 and EM2(64%), and EM4(75%).
4.1.4. Computation times
Fig. 8 presents statistics on computation times for the fivemodels. EM1 and EM2 seem to be the fastest models compared
to CM, EM3 and EM4.
Actually, EM1 computation times are always smaller than the others.
4.2. Biological considerations
In order to measure the quality of local alignments, we need accurate alignments between proteins. These alignments
are provided by structural alignments of proteins. We used the TopMatch server [10,9] for alignments of two proteins and
the Mammoth server [6] for multiple structure alignments.
4.2.1. Local similarities
A first improvement of a local alignment approach compared to a global alignment approach is to align a long template
with a small sequence. Such alignments are not allowed by global alignments because all blocks must be aligned. For
example, the TopMatch alignment of proteins 9gaaA (length 180) and 1apyB (length 141) show that 1apyB is a subdomain of
9gaaA (85% structure similarity and 40% sequence identity). Thus, a global alignment between template 9gaaA and sequence
1apyB is impossible. However, with a local alignment, a part of 9gaaA can be deleted and the subdomain can be alignedwith
1apyB as illustrated in Fig. 9.
4.2.2. Better alignments
In Section 3 we presented the problem of having proteins with similar structures but not the same number of SSEs.
Such a case is illustrated in Fig. 10(A). Template 1qddA is aligned with sequence 1rjhA. These two proteins share a common
domain (76% structure similarity and 21% sequence identity) but the first three blocks of 1qddA (in gray) are not in this
domain. Because the global alignment approach imposes these three blocks to be aligned with the sequence, it results in a
decrease of the overall score and in a spurious alignment.
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Fig. 7. Relative gap of CM, EM1, EM2 and EM4 compared to relative gap of EM3 for 100 alignments. EM3 relative gap values are on the thick line. One can
notice that EM3 and EM4 are the tightest models, and that EM1 always give an equal relative gaps with EM2. Overall, the tightest model is EM3 because it
gives a tighter (or equal) relative gap than EM4 for all instances.
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Fig. 8. Statistics on computation times of each model for 100 alignments. Times are in seconds on a logarithmic scale. A box represents 50% of instances, the
thick line inside is the median. The ends of lines represent maximum and minimum values. EM1 and EM2 are the fastest models.
Fig. 9. Alignment of proteins 9gaaA and 1apyB by TopMatch and FROST. Although 9gaaA is larger than 1apyB, a local alignment is possible. Moreover, FROST
local approach produces a coherent alignment with the TopMatch structural alignment (90% of exact matching).
(A) Global alignment (score = 7.30).
(B) Local alignment (score = 50.69).
Fig. 10. Frost Global and Local Alignments of core 1qddA with query 1rjhA. ‘‘Best Align’’ is the alignment obtained byMammoth structural alignment tool [6].
Frost alignment is in bold. (A) Gray blocks are aligned although they are not in the structural domain shared by 1qddA and 1rjhA. This results in an alignment
which is totally different from the best alignment. (B) Because two gray blocks have been omitted, local alignment approach gives a better score and an
alignment more coherent with the best alignment (frames correspond to exact matchings between Frost and Mammoth alignments).
A local alignment permits to omit blocks when needed (i.e. based on score function) as illustrated in Fig. 10(B). The
deletion of two gray blocks results in a better score and an alignment which is more consistent with the best alignment
found by Mammoth.
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5. Discussion
This paper proposes an approach for local alignments of protein sequences with protein structures. Such alignments
allow the deletion of parts of the 3D structure that might not be conserved in remote homolog proteins and to improve
potentially the quality of the prediction. To the best of our knowledge, such an approach has been not described before in
the literature and we therefore fill an important deficiency in the range of sequence–structure alignments.
Five MIP models for local alignments have been proposed and compared in this paper. The aim of this diversity is to be
getting close to MYZ model from [2] which has been shown to be very efficient for global sequence–structure alignments.
Amongst the proposed methods, EM3 is the closest one to MYZ because it uses very similar equality constraints. The
conducted experiments confirmed that EM3 is the one that always provides the tightest relative gap.
All these models have been implemented and tested with the ILOG CPLEX 10 solver. This is a general purpose solver
for integer programming problems that is very convenient for testing new ideas and quickly comparing diverse models.
However, our runs illustrate that CPLEX is not satisfying in terms of time performance for large instances which are frequent
in the domain of proteins. To overcome this weakness we are currently developing a fast dedicated algorithm based on our
models. Usually, the model giving the tightest relative gap is the most suitable as framework for a specialized algorithm.
This is however not straightforward in our case since the tightest model (EM3) is also the slowest (Section 4.1.4) and the
largest in size (Section 4.1.2).
In this paper, we do not explore the sensitivity and specificity of the approach from a biological point of view. Such
statistics about the recognition rates and quality of the alignments need further experiments and are beyond the scope
of this paper. Moreover, the accuracy of such analysis concerns the quality of the score function whose determination is
a research problem by itself. Indeed, a block is omitted if its score penalizes the overall alignment score. However, when
negative score are acceptable (which is our case), it is not obvious to determine the threshold below which the score of a
block can be considered as penalizing. It is clear that the final success of the approach strongly depends on the discrimination
property of its scoring function and this is the subject of our current research.
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